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Semantic activation in LSD: evidence from picture naming
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ABSTRACT
Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) is a classic psychedelic drug that alters cognition in a characteristic
way. It has been suggested that psychedelics expand the breadth of cognition via actions on the
central nervous system. Previous work has shown changes in semantic processing under
psilocybin (a related psychedelic to LSD) that are consistent with an increased spread of
semantic activation. The present study investigates this further using a picture-naming task and
the psychedelic, LSD. Ten participants completed the task under placebo and LSD. Results
revealed significant effects of LSD on accuracy and error correction that were consistent with an
increased spread of semantic activation under LSD. These results are consistent with a
generalised “entropic” effect on the mind. We suggest incorporating direct neuroimaging
measures in future studies, and to employ more naturalistic measures of semantic processing
that may enhance ecological validity.
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Introduction

This study aimed to explore the effects of lysergic acid
diethylamide (LSD), a serotonergic hallucinogen, on
semantic processing and more specifically, lexical (i.e.
word) retrieval. Previous drug studies have shown that
modulation of neurotransmitter systems have upstream
effects on language processing (Aarsland, Larsen, Rein-
vang, & Aasland, 1994; Kischka et al., 1996; Rosenberger,
1980). Combining picture naming or priming paradigms
with activation of particular neuronal pathways allows us
to explore the role of particular neurotransmitters in
modulating lexical retrieval, which can be informative
about current theories of language production.

Lysergic acid diethylamide

Research on LSD and related serotonergic “psychedelics”
can provide novel perspectives on the relationship
between human brain activity and cognition (Carhart-
Harris et al., 2014a). Studies to-date have focused on
mechanisms of action (Carhart-Harris, Kaelen, & Nutt,
2014b; Gouzoulis-Mayfrank, Schneider, Spitzer, Thelen,
& Sass, 1998a), pharmacokinetics (Hasler, Grimberg,
Benz, Huber, & Vollenweider, 2004), therapeutics
(Gasser et al., 2014), and their ability to model psychosis
(Geyer & Vollenweider, 2008). Psychedelic drugs possess
a similar molecular structure to the endogenous

neurotransmitter serotonin (5-HT) and trigger character-
istic changes in perception and cognition via activation
of the 5-HT2A receptor (Halberstadt & Geyer, 2011). Evi-
dence suggests an involvement of the 5-HT2A receptor
in schizophrenia (Raote, Bhattacharya, & Panicker,
2007), a mental disorder partly characterised by impair-
ments in language production (Sundheim & Voeller,
2004). 5-HT pathways have also been found in language
areas via PET imaging (Fink et al., 2009). Animal and
human research has shown that the 5-HT2A receptor in
particular is critically involved in associative learning
(Harvey, 2003), working memory (Williams, Rao, &
Goldman-Rakic, 2002), visual processing, and emotion
regulation (Kometer, Cahn, Andel, Carter, & Vollenweider,
2011). These findings motivate using LSD as a tool to
investigate the mechanics of linguistic processing.

Neurochemistry and language

While studies on the neurobiology of language have
mostly focused on impairment in patient populations
(Albert, 2000), a small number of studies have looked
at pharmacological modulation of semantic network
activation. For example, Kischka et al. (1996) showed
that the dopamine agonist l-dopa reduces indirect
semantic priming in healthy humans, marked by an
increase in reaction times to indirectly related word
pairs (e.g. stimuli pairs that have intervening semantic
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nodes like tiger for the pair lion-stripes) in a lexical
decision task. Copland, Chenery, Murdoch, Arnott, and
Silburn (2003) also showed that l-dopa decreases seman-
tic priming for pairs of words where one of the words has
either a dominant or subordinate homonym meaning.
Both these studies suggest that dopamine plays a regu-
latory role in semantic activation, enhancing “focus” and
restricting access to a diffuse semantic network.

In contrast, Spitzer et al. (1996) demonstrated that the
mixed 5-HT receptor agonist psilocybin, a closely related
molecule to LSD, enhances indirect semantic priming.
Subjects showed facilitation in responses to a verbal
stimulus following an indirectly related prime. These
findings were in line with reports from the 60 seconds
that showed that serotonergic hallucinogens (e.g. LSD,
psilocybin, mescaline) render speech less predictable
and enhance free-association (e.g. Amarel & Cheek,
1965; Landon & Fischer, 1970). This is also consistent with
a recent hypothesis on the action of psychedelics on the
mind and brain, informed by modern neuroimaging
studies, known as the “entropic brain” hypothesis
(Carhart-Harris et al., 2014a). In brief, this hypothesis
states that brain activity and associated psychological func-
tions becomes less predictable in the psychedelic state.

Spitzer et al. (1996) argued that the semantic effects of
psilocybin were time-sensitive, only appearing 50 min
after ingestion, closely resembling the temporal profile
of plasma levels of psilocin (i.e. the active metabolite of
psilocybin) as shown in Figure 1.

However, these results are unclear, as the authors do
not report tests of the crucial interaction (drug vs.
placebo × time) for the most appropriate comparison
with direct semantic priming. Moreover, if the levels of
plasma psilocin predict indirect semantic priming, it
should have also been observable 150 min post-inges-
tion when psilocin levels remained high. In fact, a later
study (Gouzoulis-Mayfrank et al., 1998b) attempted to
replicate these findings and only found a trend for
increased indirect semantic priming. Thus, taken

together, these studies preclude us from drawing any
firm conclusions about psychedelic’s effects on indirect
semantic priming, while suggesting that they do serve
to enhance it, consistent with a generic defocusing,
hyper-associative effect.

Current study

In the present study, the effects of LSD and placebo were
compared in a picture-naming task with the aim of asses-
sing Spitzer et al.’s (1996) proposal that psychedelic
drugs serve to modulate the activation of semantic net-
works. LSD has a similar mechanism of action (i.e. high
affinity to the 5-HT2A receptor), and similar subjective
and behavioural effects to psilocybin (Wolbach, Miner,
& Isbell, 1962). However, LSD has a longer half-life (Agha-
janian & Bing, 1964), which allows for flexible timing in
testing, as the plasma levels of LSD decrease at a
slower rate. Plasma levels and correlated behavioural
effects can still be detected at 8 hours post-dose (Agha-
janian & Bing, 1964). Furthermore, picture-naming para-
digms offer us a richer data set of errors produced
alongside reaction times: errors can reveal details of
the cognitive processes involved in lexical retrieval that
are affected by a particular manipulation (Fromkin,
1971). Importantly, semantically related lexical substi-
tution errors (e.g. saying “cat” when “dog” is intended)
may reflect spread of semantic activation around a
target concept (e.g. Garrett, 1992).

In language production, naming a picture takes longer
and is more prone to errors when named in the context of
other pictures from the same category than when in the
context of pictures from different categories (Damian, Vig-
liocco, & Levelt, 2001; Kroll & Stewart, 1994). This semantic
context effect is not discrete but graded: when a picture is
named in the context of near category pictures (e.g. body
parts and articles of clothing that are relatively similar cat-
egories), interference is reduced (Vigliocco, Vinson,
Damian, & Levelt, 2002). The difference in reaction times
in semantically same conditions vs. far conditions has
been shown in different production tasks (e.g. Schriefers,
Meyer, & Levelt, 1990). Under semantic competition
accounts of lexical retrieval in production, words
compete to be selected on the basis of their meanings,
and words that are more closely related compete more.
Words that are further apart in the semantic network
would be less likely to compete as a function of their dis-
tance (Damian et al., 2001). Other accounts have attribu-
ted this effect to incremental learning and repetition
priming (see Navarrete, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2010).

We hypothesised that LSD would have a similar effect
to psilocybin on semantic network activation: slowing of
reaction times and increasing error rates in picture

Figure 1. Indirect priming and plasma psilocin level relative to
time post-ingestion in Spitzer et al. (1996).
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naming, as well as the pattern of errors described above.
Under placebo (baseline), we expected to replicate the
context effects of Vigliocco et al. (2002), i.e. reaction
times would be faster for far category items, intermediate
for near category items, and slowest for same category
items. If LSD increases semantic network activation, we
expect an increase in reaction times, and especially so
for the near category items if activation spreads more
broadly than just within a semantic category, rendering
them more similar to the same category items. These
results would be in line with findings from Spitzer et al.
(1996) for psilocybin. Furthermore, we would predict
both more errors from the same category due to stronger
activation and competition in nearby lexical items which
are already plausible competitors, but also more errors
from outside the target category if activation spreads suf-
ficiently broadly to more distant items.

Method

Participants

Ten healthy volunteers (males = 9; mean age = 34.2 ± 7.4,
range = 26–47; native-speakers of English = 8) partici-
pated in this pilot study. Travel expenses to the testing
site were reimbursed but there was no other financial
incentive. All subjects had used at least one psychedelic
drug in their lives and all but one had used LSD (mean life-
time uses of LSD = 65 ± 90, range = 0–250). None of the
subjects had ingested any psychoactive drugs in the 6
weeks prior to the experiment sessions. Participants
underwent a screening prior to the first test session,
which included a psychiatric interview, routine blood
analysis, urine analysis, electrocardiogram, blood pressure
and heart rate, and a neuropsychological examination.
After being briefed in writing and orally of the aims and
procedures of the study, participants were required to
provide written consent in order to participate.

This study was approved by the NRES committee
London-West London and was conducted in accordance
with the revised declaration of Helsinki, the International
Committee on Harmonisation Good Clinical Practice
guidelines and NHS Research Governance Framework.
Imperial College London sponsored the research and a
Home Office licence was obtained for research with sche-
dule one drugs.

Materials

The materials used in this experiment were identical to
those used in the object naming experiment in Vigliocco
et al. (2002), with most of the 24 pictures coming from
Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980). In order to test

graded semantic effects, the images of objects included
three distinct categories (8 images from each), such that
two of the categories (i.e. body parts and clothing) were
closer to each other than a third distant category (i.e.
vehicles). For detailed analysis of the semantic distances
between and within categories, see Vigliocco et al. (2002).

The structure of each session was also identical to Vig-
liocco et al. (2002). The study included 12 blocks repeated
two times in pseudorandom order (each block sampled
once before all blocks were repeated). Each block included
32 items: 8 items presented 4 times each in pseudorandom
order (i.e. each item sampled once before items were
repeated). A total of 768 stimuli were presented. Partici-
pants could take a break between each block. For the
same condition, two different blocks were created for
each of the three categories (total of 6 blocks), including
items only from that category. Blocks that had images
from the vehicles category were treated as fillers, while
half the items (chosen randomly) were treated as fillers in
blocks from the other two categories. For the near con-
dition, two blocks were created with four randomly
selected items from each of the near categories (i.e. body
parts and clothing), such that individual items occurred
equally often in all block types. Finally, for the far condition,
two blocks were created for each combination: vehicles and
body parts, and vehicles and clothing.

Procedure

This study was part of a project investigating the phar-
macokinetics and tolerability of LSD and participants
received between 40 and 80 mcg of LSD intravenously.
The protocol on both placebo and drug days was identi-
cal, except for a prolonged initial monitoring period on
the drug day (45 mins vs. 20 mins, post-injection). Partici-
pants performed other tasks during the day and at least
one week separated the placebo day from drug day, with
placebo day occurring first in a single-blind manner. It
must be noted that while the participants were blind
to which day they received the drug, the effects of the
drug are not subtle and this can theoretically break the
blind. This sparks a recurrent debate regarding using
an active placebo in experiments with LSD and similar
drugs, but is beyond the scope of this paper (see Gou-
zoulis-Mayfrank et al., 1998a).

Participants performed the naming task on each
experiment day. The task occurred in the same position
relative to other tasks in the protocol, though exact
task-onset post-injection was not controlled (task onset:
180–300 min post-injection). Participants were asked to
rate their subjective drug effects on a scale of 0 (“no
effects”) to 10 (“extremely intense effects”) approxi-
mately every 30–45 min. At the beginning of the
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picture-naming task, participants reported drug effects
that were on average less than one point less than the
maximum reported effects. Drug effects had sufficiently
diminished for the psychiatric release assessment at 5–
6 hours post-dose.

The experimenter explained the task and mentioned
that reaction times and accuracy would be assessed.
The participant was asked to name each picture as
quickly and as accurately as possible. In the practice
session, each picture appeared randomly one by one
for the participant to name. The experimenter pushed
a key on an external keyboard to trigger the next
image, and provided the name for the image if the par-
ticipant failed to recognise a picture.

The participant continued on to the experimental
blocks. Within each block, the experimenter triggered
each trial to begin via an external keyboard as soon as
the participant named an image from the previous
trial. After each break, the participant told the exper-
imenter to press the key to begin the next block.

In each 32-trial block, a fixation cross appeared at the
centre of the screen for 300 ms, then a blank screen for
450 ms, and the target image for 4000 ms or until the par-
ticipant began producing a word. Once the participant
began producing a word, the experimenter pressed the
key for the next trial. At the end of each trial, the image
disappeared and a blank screen appeared for 200 ms
before the beginning of the next trial.

Stimuli were presented and each response was
recorded as a separate .wav sound file using PsychoPy
1.78.01 (Peirce, 2007) on a PC laptop. Accuracy and
error types were coded manually for all participants.
The sound files were processed for response latencies
via an automatic voice-onset detection script for Praat

(Boersma, 2001). The automated response latencies
were checked for accuracy against manually determined
speech onset for all target items in both drug conditions
for two participants.

Results

Naming latencies

We excluded filler blocks and the first instance of each
item per block (for which semantic context effects
should not yet occur) from the analysis of naming
latencies. We also excluded all errors (243 trials) and
sound files with sound disturbances (i.e. any sound
other than speech that might affect the accuracy of
speech onset detection, which were mainly due to mal-
function of the laptop sound card used during the exper-
iment, 569 trials), and trials where naming latencies were
lower than 250 ms or higher than 2000 ms (37 trials).
Mean reaction times were calculated for each semantic
category for each session.

We then conducted a 2 × 3 ANOVA (drug condition ×
block type), separately for subjects (F1) and items (F2) as
random effects. The main effect of drug condition was
reliable only by items (F1(1,9) = 1.77, p = .217,
h2
p = .164; F2(1,15) = 16.47, p < .001, h2

p = .523). The
main effect of block type was significant (F1(2,18) =
5.76, p = .012, h2

p = .390, F2(2,30) = 6.20, p = .006,
h2
p = .293). The interaction was not significant (F1(2,18)

= 2.86, p = .083, h2
p = .241; F2(2,30) = 1.911, p = .166,

h2
p = .113). Reaction times per drug per condition are

plotted in Figure 2. We followed up the main effect of
block type with planned pairwise comparisons. Naming
latencies for the far condition were faster than the near
condition (t1(9) = 2.79, p = .021, t2(15) = 3.08, p = .008)
and the same condition (t1(9) = 2.84, p = .019, t2(15) =
3.88, p = .11). However, there were no differences
between the near and same conditions (both |t| < 1).

Errors

We classified errors into the following types: filled
pauses before producing the correct word (e.g. “uhhhh
leg” for “leg”), hesitations (stutter or dysfluency
on otherwise correct production, e.g. “tru – truck”
for “truck”), self-corrections (e.g. “trou .. uh.. shirt”
for “shirt”) and full lexical substitutions (e.g. “foot” for
“leg”). The category of lexical substitutions also included
cases where the subject uttered the correct word after
the error was made (e.g. “shirt trousers” for “trousers”).
We further classified lexical substitutions into same cat-
egory (e.g. “foot” for “leg”) and different-category (e.g.
“glove” for “hand”), as the latter are likely to arise due

Figure 2. Trimmed correct naming latencies as a function of
block type × drug condition. Error bars reflect standard error of
the estimated cell mean, calculated by subject (F1 analysis).
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to visual similarity among pictures rather than during
lexical retrieval. These results are summarised in Figure 3.

The total number of errors was low due to participants’
high overall accuracy. We included all trials (fillers and
targets) and as the distribution of errors was far from nor-
mally distributed, we used Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, by
subjects (Z1) and items (Z2) to test for effects of LSD.

Same category lexical substitutions were significantly
higher in the drug condition relative to the placebo con-
dition (Z1 = 2.082, p = .038, Z2 = 2.253, p = .006 (all p-
values are two-tailed)). The effect of drug condition
was not significant for self-corrections, filled pauses, hes-
itations, or lexical substitutions across category bound-
aries (all |Z| < 1).

We followed up with further tests involving same cat-
egory lexical substitutions. This effect appeared to be
consistent across blocks (|Z| < 1 for comparisons among
blocks and interactions involving drug) so we continued
to combine data across blocks. For the analysis of block
type, we had to convert the number of errors into pro-
portions (as filler items appeared mostly in the same con-
dition and never in the near condition), presented in
Table 1.

The main effect of condition on same category lexical
substitutions was investigated using pairwise Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests on proportion of errors. These errors did
not differ for far and near conditions (|Z| < 1), but
approached significance when individual conditions were
compared with same (same – far: Z1 = 1.894, p = .058;
Z2 = 2.404, p = .016; same–near: Z1 = 1.958, p = .050, Z2 =
1.965, p = .049). Far and near conditions were combined
to test for an interaction between block type and drug,
usingWilcoxon signed-rank tests comparing the difference
scores (LSD same – LSD not same) vs (Placebo same –
Placebo not same). This interaction was significant only
by subjects and not items (Z1 = 2.191, p = .028; Z2 = 1.363,
p = .173) suggesting that the appearance of an interaction
between drug condition and block type may be present
only in a subset of items rather than being general in
nature.

Discussion

This study investigated the effects of the serotonergic
hallucinogen LSD on lexical retrieval in a naming task.

A previous study using the related drug psilocybin,
found an increase in indirect semantic priming in the
drug condition (Spitzer et al., 1996) – suggesting an
expanded semantic spread. We hypothesised that LSD
would reveal similar effects in a picture-naming task.
Lower reaction times for far category blocks relative to
those for same category blocks in both LSD and
placebo conditions replicates findings reported by Vig-
liocco et al. (2002), demonstrating a clear context
effect. While between-condition differences in reaction
times were non-significant, LSD did have a significant
effect on naming errors, and this effect was highly selec-
tive; there were significantly more substitution errors for
semantically similar items under LSD (but not semanti-
cally different items) and this relationship was not modu-
lated by block order or semantic condition. These error
patterns suggest that LSD does in fact enhance the
spread of semantic network activation, such that same-
category items are more activated and therefore more
prone to be produced as errors.

To our knowledge, this study is the first study of
semantic effects to incorporate error measures in a
pharmacological challenge, and can thus provide new
insight and perspective in this context. Errors may be
more sensitive to changes in activation patterns than
reaction time when examining drug-induced modulation
of semantic activation patterns in production.

Error detection is reflective of self-monitoring and we
suggest that LSD may reduce this function, such that full
lexical errors are produced that are not rapidly self-cor-
rected. Reduced error correction under LSD is broadly
consistent with previous findings of impaired attention
under psilocybin (Carter et al., 2005). Moreover, some of
the participants’ comments in the present study are sug-
gestive of an inability to focus attention under LSD:
“sometimes I’ll feel a bit slow because my brain has
been off somewhere else and I have to bring it back to
focus”; “the perception of the body is somewhat magni-
fied and this can create challenges in focus or attention”;
and: “I was actually having a little experiment of how
much I can think of other things while doing the task.”
These comments may imply a particularly general
effect of LSD on cognition, stimulating flexible and
associative thinking while compromising the ability to
attend and focus. However, looking more carefully at
our error patterns, we note that while full substitution
errors were more frequent in the LSD condition, errors
reflecting early detection of mistakes (i.e. hesitations
and self-corrections) were no different in the drug and
placebo conditions (see Figure 3 above). These findings
suggest that a self-monitoring account of the error pat-
terns is not sufficient, as we would expect fewer errors
of these kinds in the drug condition as they arise from

Table 1. Number of same category lexical substitutions as a
function of drug condition and block type (percentage in
brackets).

LSD PLACEBO

Far 27 (1.1%) 21 (0.8%)
Near 11 (0.8%) 10 (0.7%)
Same 68 (1.8%) 36 (0.9%)
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detection of errors or possible errors via self-monitoring
(at least in some cases of hesitations, and certainly for
self-corrections). Furthermore, reaction times are similar
and not significantly different between drug and
control groups.

The strength of behavioural paradigms in psychology
research is that they force scientists to be clear about
their definitions of phenomena and the questions they
intend to ask, and they also encourage the use of well
thought-through, controlled experiments that can test
phenomena in an objective way. However, it is worth con-
sidering the limitations of this approach when studying a
compound whose principal action seems to be on spon-
taneous as opposed to evoked processes (Muthukumur-
aswarmy et al., 2013). The incorporation of measures
that sample spontaneous language production under
psychedelics may be a more natural, practical, and infor-
mative approach therefore. Perhaps more diverse pic-
tures with less repetition could be used in order to allow
for more semantically diverse errors. Or participants
could be encouraged to speak freely about a particular
picture that is shown to them, as is done in the thematic
apperception test (TAT), for example, Bellak and Abrams
(1997). This approach may produce less structured yet
more natural language production that could reveal
wider ranging semantic activation at the sentence or dis-
course level. Future studies may benefit from utilising
complementary methods, incorporating both controlled
and naturalisticmeasures of linguistic/sematic processing
in order to better understand the effects of LSD on cogni-
tion. Furthermore, neuroscientific methods, such as the
N400 event-related potential (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011)
would enable us to test the semantic spread of activation
more formally and objectively (Holcomb, 1998).

Nevertheless, even in the highly constrained experimen-
tal situation in which a small set of pictures were repeat-
edly named, effects consistent with increased spread of
semantic activation due to LSD were observed, in line
with Spitzer et al. (1996) for psilocybin.

Some more specific limitations of the present study
include: the small sample size, variable dosing and vari-
ations in the time that the task was performed post-
administration. Explaining the first two factors, this was
a pilot study, the main intention of which was to deter-
mine an appropriate dose of LSD for a subsequent neuroi-
maging study. Variations in task-onset were unfortunate
but largely determined by participants differing in the
time they took to complete previous tasks and their
desire to talk to the experimenters. Spitzer et al. (1996)
administered their picture-naming task four times in the
course of 2 h and 40 min post-ingestion of psilocybin
and found a significant indirect semantic priming effect
at the 50-minute testing point, arguing that this coincides
with peak of plasma levels of the active drug. In the
current study, the beginning of the naming task was
more variable on the LSD day and we did not analyse
plasma concentrations of LSD. However, depreciating
the importance of the above-listed potential cofounds,
neither time of task performance nor dosage correlated
with magnitude of the main study outcomes.

Conclusions

In line with previous findings on the effects of psychede-
lics, between-condition differences in error and correc-
tion rates in the present study suggest that LSD and
related psychedelics increase the spread of semantic
activation. Further work is required to test the reliability

Figure 3. Percentage of different types of errors as a function of drug condition, * significant difference (p < .01).
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and specificity of this effect, especially in light of the
interplay between self-monitoring and the types of
errors produced by the participants. This may be
achieved by using more naturalistic approaches or
looking at changes in electrophysiology. However, the
current findings are broadly consistent with the notion
that psychedelics alter the breadth and flexibility of cog-
nition (Carhart-Harris et al., 2014a; Petri et al., 2014).
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